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Is there anything more relaxing than a nice, warm

bath? Probably not. While many Green Pearls

members have a variety of wellness options, there

are some that offer the ultimate bathtub experience!

So grab your towel, because you can surely believe

that you want to jump into at least one of these

bathtubs immediately! We suggest though that you

make a bath a special occasion, in order to protect

the environment!

Keemala – Beyond Enchanting, Kamala,

Thailand

While Keemala in Thailand already impresses with

gorgeous bathroom design, the bathtubs have a

special part in them. Each singled out from the

bathroom decor, the bathtubs are placed directly at

a large window that overlooks the lush tropical

forest.

Gloria Verde Resort, Antalya, Turkey
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In the spa area of Gloria Verde Resort, guests can

get into a bath in a relaxing atmosphere after a

massage. Surrounded by candles and inner decor

that draw on natural elements such as wood and

stone, relaxation is not far away.

Gradonna****s Mountain Resort, Kals am

Großglockner, Austria

High up in the mountains at Gradonna ****s

Mountain Resort, tradition and modernity get

together in harmony. Throughout the whole hotel,

the guest experiences relaxation, which can also be

felt in the bathtubs overlooking the national park

Hohe Tauern.

The Sleeping Warrior, Kenya, Africa

Especially for newlyweds, the Honeymoon Suite at

The Sleeping Warrior is a very

extraordinary accommodation. An outside bathtub

for two is the perfect place, in a romantic

atmosphere, to review the day and enjoy

togetherness at a whole new level.
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Hofgut Hafnerleiten, Bad Birnbach, Germany

In the nature of Lower Bavaria, Hofgut Hafnerleiten

is a pleasant place to slow down. With different

theme concepts in each of the vacation rentals,

every guest will find its perfect accommodation.

Looking directly onto greenery and with modern

simplicity, this bathtub is ideal to shut out the world

for a while.

Inkaterra Machu Picchu Pueblo Hotel, Aguas

Calientes, Peru

In the middle of the Peruvian Andes Mountains is

the Inkaterra Machu Picchu Pueblo Hotel, a unique

haven in nature. Filled with local herbs and natural
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essences, a bath is not only relaxing for the body,

but also for the soul.

Belum Rainforest Resort, Gerik, Malaysia

A bathtub on the own terrace? At Belum Rainforest

Resort, this is a reality. In the Deluxe Garden

Suites, guests can take their bath outside and

breathe in the  air of this tropical paradise.

Forsthofalm, Leogang, Austria

With a 180 degree view of the surrounding

mountains, the bathtub in the suite of Forsthofalm

in Austria offers a very special bath experience.

With herbs and flowers from the region as bath

supplements, one can give oneself fully to nature

and its powers.
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BELUM RAINFOREST RESORT FORSTHOFALM

GLORIA VERDE GRADONNA MOUNTAIN RESORT

HOFGUT HAFNERLEITEN INKATERRA

INSPIRA SANTA MARTA HOTEL KEEMALA

THE SLEEPING WARRIOR THE TONGSAI BAY

Inspira Santa Marta Hotel, Lisbon, Portugal

For visitors of the Portuguese city Lisbon, there is

a beautiful small rest oasis at Inspira Santa Marta

Hotel. In the wellness bathtub with a view onto

Portuguese rooftops, in the suites, guests can slow

down beautifully and forget the big city jungle

stress for a couple of hours.

The Tongsai Bay, Koh Samui, Thailand

As a bath lover, one will start to believe the

Tongsai Bay on Koh Samui is a dream. In the Thai

resort there are several bathtubs that are all unique.

A bath with a view onto the ocean underneath the

sky – this is the place you will take time for a cozy

bath at the latest!
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